Abstract-A reaching law based discrete sliding mode control state space. On the other hand, in [10] , Gao et al. presented an is designed for piezoelectric actuated structures to suppress algorithm which is more "in the spirit" of the conventional the vibration in the presence of disturbance. Recursive variable-structure control with sliding mode. This algorithm least square method is used to identify the model and the drives the system states to the vicinity of a switching hyper states are estimated using Kalman filter. 
Kalman filter
In this work the model of piezoelectric actuated cantilever I. INTRODUCTION beam is obtained using recursive least square method. A Flexible structures . discrete time sliding mode control is designed to suppress the Fle1bl stuctresvibration control iS an important issue in virto inhepsnc ofxenadsubne..A many engineering applications, especially for the precise vibration m the presence of extemal disturbances As operational performances in aerospace systems, satellites compared to the other control methods discrete VSC is easy to ' , '~implement and provides good disturbance rejection. sliding mode, i.e., the system states would approach the sliding _yste surface but would generally be unable to stay on it [10] . In [9] , ot:le Furuta proposed a variable-structure algorithm which drives Of_ the system state to an appropriately determined sector in the 
Similarly for the discrete system with disturbance described by
The model of the system is obtained using recursive least
square method [11] . The x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) + Ed(k) current time, based upon all past measurements. The kalman y(k + 1) = Cx(k) (1)~~~~~~filter is an estimator that produces three types of outputs given () a noisy measurement sequence and the associated models.
It estimates the state x(t) from noisy measurements z(t). In this (j+1/j) the state estimate x(t-1/t-1) and associated error covariance Predictor: P(t/t-l). Once the prediction based on the model is completed P(j+'/j) = E(xj+,-xj+,/j )(xj+,-x(j+,/j) it calculates the innovation covariance and Kalman gain G. As Filter E(tpu): soon as the measurement at time t, that is z(t), becomes
Filter output: available, the innovation e(t) is determined. Now this the P(j/j) = E(xj -xj/j )(xj -x(j/j) correction phase of the innovation. The old or predicted, state Estimator output: estimate x(t/t-l) is used to form the filtered ,or corrected, state + G E estimate x(t/t) and P(t/t). Here the error, or innovation, is the Xj+l/ji X(j+1)/j j+1 j+1 difference between the actual measurement and the predicted The one cycle representation of state estimation using kalman measurement Z(t/t-1). The innovation is weighted by the gain filter is as follows G(t) to correct the old state estimate(predicted) x(t/t-l). The associated error covariance is corrected as well. The algorithm then awaits the next measurement at time (t+ 1). 
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The eigen value of reduced order system in equation (3) From simulation and experimental results it is observed that the control required depends on ;. Also it is clear that if ; Figure: 2b increases the chattering will be more. 
